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from our Chair
Welcome to our first issue of KOPV, the
magazine of Knowsley Older People’s Voice.
We intend that each issue of our magazine will
feature lots of information for the over 50’s in
Knowsley, including those who are not yet members
of ‘the Voice’. In this edition you will find details of
Knowsley’s Care at the Chemist scheme, an update
on our Older People’s Strategy, and interesting
information about the safe use of mobility scooters.

We also want our magazine to provide readers
with the opportunity to have their say on the articles
which are featured, and any other subject affecting
our age group. See our letters section on page 2.

We hope you enjoy reading your copy of KOPV
Magazine. Don’t forget to pass it on to friends and
neighbours aged fifty plus when you’ve finished
with it!

Sheila Bersin MBE
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One of the simplest ways of
expressing this wish is to register
with The Telephone Preference
Service (TPS). In some cases BT
or other telephone providers may
have registered you for this
scheme if you have taken up their
Privacy option. If not, you can
register with the TPS in the
following ways:

• Telephone 0845 070 0707
(local call rate)

• Write to TPS at DMA House,
70 Margaret Street, London
W1W 8SS

• Go online at
www.tpsonline.org.uk

Whichever method you choose
you will be asked to provide the
telephone number you wish to
register, and it will take up to 28
days for your registration to take
effect. Please remember though
that registering may prevent you
from receiving information which
you would really like to have,
unless you have previously told
those organisations that you have
no objection to them calling you.

They’re all trying to
sell me something!

We all receive annoying
phone calls from time
to time offering us
home improvements,
or advising that we have
won luxury holidays,
and all manner of other
unsolicited calls.
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Did you know, however,
that under legislation
introduced in 1999 it is
unlawful for these
businesses to make
direct marketing calls to
any individuals that have
indicated they do not
want to receive them.
The trick therefore is to
register the fact that you
no longer wish to receive
calls of this kind - and
that is easy.



YourShout!

We asked Deborah Lee, the Assistant Borough
Treasurer to give us Knowsley Council’s view
on this.

We do give reduction on council tax for
‘severely disabled’ people provided at least
one of the following criteria is met:

• A second bathroom needed and
predominantly used by the disabled person

• A second kitchen needed and
predominantly used by the disabled person

• A wheelchair is used indoors
• A room that is predominantly used by the

disabled person and required to meet
their needs

No account is taken of an individual’s income,
so even if you are receiving a high income you
could still qualify for this reduction.

For full details about claiming Disabled Relief ask
for leaflet MCL 11 by phoning 443 4031 or visit
www.knowsley.gov.uk/pdf/disabled_relief.pdf

Deborah Lee, Assistant Borough Treasurer

I am registered disabled, but because I live
in a bungalow my property does not require
some of the more major adaptations such
as stairlift or ramps. However, I believe that
in normal situations the provision of such
adaptations serves as a passport to a
reduction in Council Tax and other
‘benefits’. I do not appear to qualify for
these benefits because the adaptations are
not necessary for my style of property –
although my disabilities are every bit as real
as those who do? This does not seem fair?

Yvonne Owens

The new Government has recently announced that the
Free Swimming Initiative that was introduced by the
previous Government will cease on 31st July 2010.
Although funding from central government for this
activity has ended, Knowsley MBC and NHS Knowsley
have secured funding for the free swimming initiative to
run for a further 3 months, so the scheme will continue
until 31st October. After that date, FREE swimming
currently offered to Over 60s and 0-19 year olds in

Knowsley will cease and charges will be
introduced from 1st November 2010.

We apologise for the inconvenience this
may cause but we are working towards
developing a range of discounted and
concessionary schemes to help support
people in accessing swimming in
the future.

If you require any further information please
contact the Get Active Team by telephone
0151 443 2200 (select option 1) or email
getactiveteam@knowsley.gov.uk

Craig Stedman,
Get Active Team Manager, KMBC

Free swimming for the over
60’s was introduced last year
in Knowsley. This appeared
to be really popular, but I
have read in the newspapers
that the Government is
stopping the free swimming
initiative. Is this true?

Roy Davies, Prescot

Letters page
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Send your letters to:
KOPV Magazine
c/o Age Concern Knowsley
Nutgrove Villa
1 Griffith’s Road
Huyton, Knowsley
Merseyside L36 6NA
Email: magazine@kopv.org.uk
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Members of Knowsley Older
People’s Voice were instrumental
in developing Knowsley’s Older
People’s Strategy, having
identified 8 key priorities or
themes of most importance to
older people living in Knowsley.

Published with the title ‘A
Positive Age’, the Strategy has
been widely circulated
throughout the Borough. Having
identified the priorities and some
of the actions needed for
improvement within each theme,
a number of Implementation
Groups have now been

Copies of the Strategy
document can be
obtained from the
Involvement Team
on 443 4875, or
downloaded at
www.kopv.org.uk

established to oversee the
developments proposed under
each of the priorities. The
Implementation Groups consist
of KOPV members working
alongside officers from the
Council and local Health
Services to improve the
experience of older people in
each of these areas.

The Older People’s Partnership
Board (OPPB), a mix of older
people, champions from the
partners, and senior staff from
NHS Knowsley, has
responsibility
for monitoring and
reviewing the
Strategy.

In order to keep older residents
informed of progress on the
Strategy, we will be featuring
updates on the progress of two
of our priority topics in each
issue of this publication.
Housing and Crime & Personal
Safety workstreams are featured
in this issue, and some of the
highlights from these two
themes can be found in the
following pages.

Older People’s
KNOWSLEY

8 THEMES OF THE
STRATEGY
•Health & Wellbeing

•Crime & Personal
Safety

•Transport

•Housing

•Leisure

•Community Services
& Libraries

•Economic Wellbeing

•Communication

A POSITIVE AGE

STRATEGY

2009-11
A strategy developed by older people in Knowsley

Strategy



Your local priorities
Every neighbourhood in Knowsley has a
Neighbourhood Policing Team. Your local
team wants to work with you to find out what
concerns you are facing in your community
so that they can address them. They work
alongside other partners and the community
to set local policing priorities and deal with

your concerns about crime and anti-social
behaviour.

Your team is led by a Neighbourhood Inspector, who is supported by
a team of officers including Sergeants, Constables, Police Community
Support & Traffic Officers, Special Constabulary and volunteers.

NORTH KIRKBY
Inspector Jane Arrowsmith

Sergeants Glenn Mitchell,
Andrew Johnson

Constables Martin Seasman,
Andrew Foster

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Towerhill:
William Davies, Laura Rowlands,
Suzannah Howard, Marie Hilton,
Andrew Alcock, Rory McNamara

Northwood:
Michael Courtney, Lee Ryan,
Darren Waude, Shaun Davidson

Call 0151 777 6580

Email:
ward.c.shevington@merseyside.police.uk
ward.c.park@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Kirkby Police Station, St Chads Drive,
Kirkby L32 8RF

Visit www.merseyside.police.uk

SOUTH KIRKBY
Inspector Tami Garvey-Jones

Sergeant Andrew Johnson

Constables Gary Kilshaw, Mike Lee,
Cathy Harper

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Southdene:
Claire Osborne, Vicky Graham,
John Crossland, Lisa Wonderley,
Craig Adle-Sweeney, Matt Moreno-Vincente

Field Lane:
Ferne Ellis, Erin Maher

Westvale:
Paul Gilsenan, Adam Farey, Louise Fulham,
Andy McCarthy

Call 0151 777 6580

Email:
ward.c.cherryfield@merseyside.police.uk
ward.c.kirkbycentral@merseyside.police.uk
ward.c.whitefield@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Kirkby Police Station, St Chads Drive,
Kirkby L32 8RF

PRESCOT/WHISTON
Inspector Gary Wilde

Sergeants Chris Williams,
John Williams

Constables Simon McCardle, Sarah
Jackson, Ben Webb, Danny Kelly

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Amy Russell, Antonio Melissano,
April Bayliff, Alison Spencer,
Chris Leedam, Dave Rimmer,
James Harrison, Julia Bush,
Laura Jones, Lee Burgess,
Mike Hogg, Michael Kokolay,
Michael Speck, Rob Blackmore,
Tina Wonderley, Tom Middleton

Call 0151 709 6010

Email:
ward.c.prescot@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Prescot Police Station, Derby Street,
Prescot L34 3LG

Older People’s Strategy Section Crime & Personal Safety
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Your Neighbour



policing priorities, local police
surgery dates and forthcoming
events. If you would like to
receive a copy please contact
your team either by phone on
0151 709 6010 or e-mail your
interest via the addresses
below, indicating which area
you are interested in.

Have your say
Have a real say and influence
over how your neighbourhood
and community is policed.

There are a number of ways you
can raise issues that concern
your community:

• Call or email your
Neighbourhood Policing Team
via the number and addresses
provided below.
(assuming you have provided
this info already)

• Attend your next community or
police surgery meeting. Details
of when are where these are held
can be found on our website or
by contacting your local team.

• Provide feedback through our
'Your Voice Counts' scheme -
fill out a form on our website
or pick up a leaflet from your
local police station.

Your team produces a monthly
newsletter containing information
about how they are tackling local

Visit www.merseyside.police.uk

HUYTON NORTH
Inspector Osman Dualeh

Sergeant Simon Wilson

Constables Kath Beaver, Joshua Dunne

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Mark Roberts, Jenny Dagnall,
Paul Musker, Chris Challinor, Stu Conway,
Becky Davies, Karen Barker, Lee Murphy,
Gary Bignall, Andy Tedford,
Michael Healey, Sharon Forrester,
Stephen Howarth, Adam Mills,
Emily Wallin, John Ladowanski,
Andy Hodgson, Emily Wallin,
Andy Peters, Anthony Sweeney,
Denise Lyle

Call 0151 709 6010

Email:
c.bcu.wards.c2@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Huyton Police Station, Lathom Road
L36 9XU

HUYTON SOUTH
Inspector Paul Farrar

Sergeant Pete Andrews

Constables Tara Bennet, Sean Gelder,
Dave Hynes, Gemma Riley

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Lee Williams, Cath Alderson,
John Roberts, Daniella Kenny,
Danielle Dove, Sue Kershaw,
Andy Sharkey, Andy Hodgson,
Steve Howarth, Andy McCormick,
Deborah Barratt-Wash

Call 0151 709 6010

Email:
c.bcu.wards.c2@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Huyton Police Station, Lathom Road
L36 9XU
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HALEWOOD
Inspector Gary Wilde

Sergeant Phil Maloney

Constables Jim Cahill, Phil O’Halloran,
Sarah Jackson

Police Community Support and
Traffic Officers (PCS & TOs)

Alan Mason, Joe Franco, Karl Rooney,
Kim Embleton, Clare Larkin-Williams,
Rob Dickinson, Richard Grainge,
Linda Wreschak, Ian Griffiths,
Allan Marsh

Michelle Hardie: Halewood College
Schools Liaison Officer

Call 0151 709 6010

Email:
ward.c.halewood@merseyside.police.uk

Address:
Halewood Police Station, Leathers Lane,
Halewood L26 1XG

hood Policing Team



Knowsley
Smart House

Older People’s Strategy Section Housing

Disabled people and others
requiring a little bit of extra
support due to failing sight,
creaking bones, or shortening
memory have for many years
been able to look to the supply
of specialist equipment to help.
Thanks to new technologies,
the range of equipment
designed to assist people to
remain at home relatively
independently is growing all the
time. It is therefore important
for those who require support
to know what equipment is
available, and more importantly
what might be suitable for their
particular circumstances.

The Smart House in Prescot is
an initiative to help overcome
these questions. It is a real
bricks and mortar property
managed by Care & Repair
which sits within a terrace of
other similar houses, but which
has been given over to the
demonstration of assistive
technology and other disability
items. KOPV member John
Bersin visited the Smart House
recently and has
provided
this report:

“The Smart House will keep you
happily independent in your
home. Every picture is worth a
thousand words they say. Of the
same order of magnitude is the
difference between the hands
on approach in the Smart
House and word of mouth or
looking through a catalogue.
The treasure trove begins at
the front door with a variety of
security lights,
locks and chains,
and a ‘call for
help’ button if
you don’t like the
look of your
caller. Electronics
continues in
importance in the
living room
where there is much to enable
advice or help to be provided at
the touch of a button. The
kitchen is stocked with gadgets
of many purposes. One tells
you when your mug is full or

when to stop your kettle from
over pouring. Poor sight is also
helped by large figured clocks
and measures, etc. They seem
to have thought of everything -
even down to opening drinks
cans or special tap turners for
those with arthritic hands.
As you might expect, the
potentially dangerous bathroom
is awash with safety features

from simple grab
rails to a full walk-
in shower.
The house even
demonstrates a
simply operated
lift, which passes
through the floor
into a bedroom
and enables those

with very poor mobility to
access both the upstairs and
downstairs of their property.
The staff are particularly
knowledgeable and helpful and
I commend them.”

If you would like to visit the Smart House to view the adaptations
and aids available to Knowsley residents - or if you feel you
would like to be assessed for suitable equipment you can book
a visit by calling the Care & Repair team on 548 6668.
For those with internet access you can book by email to
careandrepair.knowsley@k-h-t.org.

Disability equipment and other assistive
technology is readily available in Knowsley
if you know where to look.
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There is a wide range
of ailments covered
by the care at the
Chemist scheme,
including amongst
others:

• Allergies
• Coughs
• Cold Sores
• Cystitis
• Diarrhoea
• Haemorrhoids
• Headache,

temperature
• Indigestion
• Nasal

Congestion

This service is available
through every Pharmacy in
Knowsley to anyone who is either
resident within Knowsley or registered
with a Knowsley GP.

So next time you are suffering form a minor ailment,
don’t forget to ask your Pharmacist for an ‘NHS Care
at the Chemist’ consultation.

The Pharmacist is able to provide advice and prescribe a treatment from an agreed list
of medications if appropriate. If patients are exempt from NHS prescription charges
they do not pay for any medication prescribed under this scheme, much the same as
with a prescription.

Since 2004, Pharmacies
across Knowsley have been
successfully operating the
NHS ‘Care at the Chemist’
scheme.

This is a professional and
confidential Pharmacy service that
allows patients with selected minor
ailments to attend their local
pharmacy for a consultation with
a Pharmacist.

Roy Davies receives his Patient
Record Book from Pharmacist Manager

Carla McNamara

Have you ever found yourself suffering from a
minor ailment but don’t feel ill enough to warrant
making a doctor’s appointment?

Care at
the Chemist



Our volunteers are:
Finally, we have recruited a number
of KOPV members as Financial
Advocate Volunteers, who are
available to confidentially discuss a
range of financial issues relating to
older people, and to support
people to obtain relevant
information on these.

Yvonne Owens Sheila Dalton Josie Bennett
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The North West has been
recognised by the Department
of Work & Pensions as a region
where potentially, many older
people are not receiving their
full entitlements. In response
to this, the events were
organised to give all KOPV
members the opportunity to
find out just what financial
support is available through
the benefit system.

The events began with a
presentation outlining the
various available benefits

for the over 60’s, with particular
emphasis on Pension Credit.
Following this The Pension
Service and Age Concern
were then available to offer a
“Benefit Health Check” to all
who attended.

It was generally agreed that the
events were very worthwhile as it
gave members the opportunity to
find out about the various benefits
available, as well as having their
own entitlements checked. Many
members, for a variety of reasons

Credit where credit’s

During March and April KOPV, together with
Knowsley Local Pension Service ran four events
looking at Pension Credit & other State Benefit
entitlements.

The events took place at George
Howarth Community Centre
Whiston, CVS Building Huyton,
Centre 63 Kirkby and
Hollies Community
Centre Halewood.

The 4 events were attended by 145 members. From those
who requested a “ Benefit Health Check”, currently, 11
members have been awarded additional benefits, which in
total amounts to a weekly increase in income of £525.70.
In addition arrears totalling £2179.37 have also been paid.



Peter King Frank Gleeson Eliza Joves Pauline Burrows Bill Bailey
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do not think these benefits
apply to them so fail to enquire
further. As a result many could
be missing out on money that
is rightfully theirs.

KOPV members Mr & Mrs Smith
were very pleased that they
enquired about Pension Credit
at the Halewood event. Both
Mr & Mrs Smith receive State
Pension and, because of health
issues, Attendance Allowance.
As they also both receive an
Occupational Pension they

assumed that Pension Credit
“wouldn’t be for them”. They
realised at the event, that,
because of their circumstances
they would in fact be entitled.
Pension Credit of £29.50 per
week has now been awarded
(backdated to Dec. 09) and as

a result they are also entitled
to full Council Tax Benefit. In
addition they can now apply
for a variety of grants covering,
among other things, home
improvements, insulation &
heating measures, & help with
optical & dental treatment!

due!

So the overriding message must be, do not assume
you are not entitled - you may be pleasantly surprised!

You can request a
benefits health check

from a variety of partners in Knowsley

AGENCY CONTACT DETAILS

Age Concern Knowsley 0151 480 4632
www.ageconcernknowsley.org.uk

Citizens Advice Bureau 0845 122 1330
www.knowsleycab.org.uk

Huyton Advice Centre 0151 489 7313
Kirkby Unemployed 0151 548 0001
Centre www.kuc.org.uk

Knowsley Pensioners 0151 546 3088
Advocacy & Information www.kpais.co.uk
Centre

Knowsley Local Pension 0151 801 8366
Service

KMBC One Stop Shops 0151 489 6000
www.knowsley.gov.uk

Prescot & Whiston 0151 443 4639
Advice Centre



Scooters may be good
news for those who rely
on them for their mobility,
but many people
(including a significant
number of KOPV
members) view them as
a danger and a nuisance
when they are not used
responsibly.

The problem is, that
despite use of mobility
scooters being regulated
by law, users are often
not aware of their
responsibilities, whilst
local authorities and the
police are failing to
enforce the law. In this
feature for the benefit of
users and pedestrians
alike, we look to highlight
what the law says about
safe use of disability
scooters. We also
provide a useful guide
for those looking to buy
a scooter to assist their
mobility.

Powered wheelchairs and disability scooters are categorised as Class
3 vehicles within The Highway Code. Sections 36-46 make provision
for the use of this type of vehicle. Some of the most important aspects
of this section are:

Speed Limits - These vehicles can be used on footpaths, pavements,
bridleways and pedestrian areas at a maximum speed
of 4mph. They can also be used on most roads at a
maximum speed of 8mph.
Comment: Some scooters have a switch allowing the
user to switch between the 4mph and 8mph speeds,
but the vehicle is being used illegally if the 8mph
setting is used in pedestrian areas.

Driving Licence
and Test - A class 3 vehicle is not legally defined as a motor

vehicle and the user is therefore not required to have
a driving licence or take a test.
Comment: Responsible mobility experts will be keen
to provide you with proper training to help you be in
proper control and at ease with your newly found
freedom. If they don’t offer then ask.

Tax Discs - Disabled scooters and other Class 3 vehicles are not
subject to Vehicle Excise Duty (otherwise known as
‘road tax’). However, they need to registered with DVLA
and to display a ‘nil duty’ tax disc. This means they
should display a ‘tax disc’ but no payment is required.

Insurance - Although it is not a legal requirement, an insurance
policy is strongly advised. This will provide some
protection in relation to repair or replacement of the
scooter if it is damaged, as well as cover for your own
safety and that of other pedestrians or road users.

Mobility Scooters and the law

There are currently estimated to
be around 250,000 mobility
scooters in use in Britain, and
although this type of equipment
is not used solely by older
people, an increasingly ageing
population inevitably means
that the number will grow.
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Disability Scooters



Points to ask:
• Where do I want to use it? –

Indoors – size of doors?
• Outdoors – level or rough

ground? Are dropped
kerbs available?

• How far do I want to go?
• Do I need to get it into

a car?
• Does it dismantle easily?

Who will dismantle it?
How often?

• Where will my vehicle be
stored and charged?

• Will I be in the vehicle for
long periods?

There is a huge range of mobility scooters to choose
from. Sadly, there are occasional examples where
people have purchased a scooter that is not suited
to them for a variety of reasons. To avoid this, ask
yourself the following questions, and make sure
the salesperson is aware of your needs:

• Can I use it easily and safely?
• Do I need it to be adapted

for my particular comfort
and safety?

• Do I need special seating,
backs, armrests, footrests?

• Is there a clear indication
of the amount of charge
remaining?

• Is it available in different
colours of frame and
upholstery?

• Who will service my vehicle?
• Do I want extended warranty,

insurance and a service
contract?

Training me to
use my vehicle
Mobility experts are
keen to provide you
with proper training to
help you be in proper
control and at ease
with your newly
freedom.

So ask them to
accompany you in
and around your
home, and out to
your local shops and
venues. Your dealer
will want you to feel
confident so that
you get the most
pleasure and use
from your product.

BUYERS CHECKLIST
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or a menace?
-a blessing
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New National Charity
for Older People
By now you will have heard the
news that two national older
people’s charities - Age Concern
England and Help the Aged - have
joined forces to become a single
new national charity under the
name AgeUK.

The new national charity is
currently in discussion with
over three hundred local,
independent Age Concerns
across the country, around
opportunities for entering into a
‘brand partnership’ with AgeUK.
Like these other local Age
Concerns, we at Age Concern
Knowsley are looking carefully
into this possibility - so please
watch this space, and we will
update you on our decision in
the months ahead. In the
meanwhile we continue to be
known by our original name of
Age Concern Knowsley.

Of course, the main point of this
national development and all the
discussion is the focus on the
benefits this will bring for older
people and how best to respond
to their need and aspirations in
later life.

The Age UK Agenda
Age UK has set out its Vision for
‘A world in which older people
flourish’; and its mission is
‘To improve the lives of older
people’. The agenda for the next
few years expresses how AgeUK
aims to unfold this vision and
mission, by:

• Celebrating an ageing
society and later life

• Providing better care and
community engagement

• Supporting employment in
later life

• Addressing ageism and lack
of respect

• Supporting those isolated,
vulnerable and living alone

• Helping to support cognitive
decline and loss of
independence

• Delivering better financial
planning and benefits

• Addressing market failure
with products and services

• Creating opportunity to
contribute to wider society

These are aims already akin
to those of KOPV and Age
Concern Knowsley. It’s a big
task in which we can all play
our part.

Knowsley



Knowsley Older People’s Voice is
a membership forum for those
aged fifty plus in Knowsley. The
aims of the group are:

• To provide information to our
members on a range of issues
around later life

• To provide an opportunity for
members to have their say on
these issues

• To represent the views and
needs of older people in the
Knowsley area

Membership is open to any
Knowsley resident over the age of
50. You can become an individual
member in your own right, or
choose to represent an existing
group or club of older people.

What does KOPV do?
We meet with our members
throughout the year. This can be
a large event to which all of our
members in the Borough are
invited. On other occasions
we hold a
series of
smaller
events in
different
parts of the
Borough so
members
can attend
their local
event. In addition, we regularly
convene smaller groups to look
at a particular topic - with
members invited because of
their expertise in this area or just
an interest in the subject.
On pages 6 to 9 of this magazine
you will find details

of Knowsley’s Older Peoples
Strategy and the 8 key themes
we are working on. Some of
our members sit on the
Implementation Groups for
one or other of these themes

because it
is a subject
that they
feel strongly
about.
However,
many more
of our
members
prefer just

to attend the odd event and
enjoy the social activity! If you
are unable to attend member
events due to ill health or other
commitments, we will remain in
touch by post or through our
magazine to keep you up to
date with our activities.

If you would like to join Knowsley Older People’s Voice complete the form below.

I wish to register as a member of Knowsley Older People’s Voice

Name .........................................................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

Postcode ............................................................. Telephone ...........................................................

When completed, cut out this form and post to:

Knowsley Older People’s Voice, Nutgrove Villa, 1 Griffith’s Road, Huyton, Merseyside L36 6NA

Use Your Voice!
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